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Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the problem of

higher obstructions to sectioning a certain type of fibre bundles. Let F be the

fibre of a given bundle Ç, and let n be the least dimension such that 7t„(F) is not

zero. Then, the primary obstruction cocycles to sectioning Ç form a unique

class Oi(Z)<=Hn+i(X;n„(F)) where X is the base space of t, [18]. If m is the

next dimension such that nm(F) is not zero and 0^) = 0, then the secondary

obstruction cocycle generally do not form a single class but a set of classes in

Hm+1(X;nm(F)). When m g 2n, there are general formulas to relate these secon-

dary obstruction classes [6; 9]. It is relatively difficult to describe the relation-

ship of these secondary obstruction classes when m > 2n. In this paper, we

shall study the higher obstructions to sectioning a special type of fibre bundles

such that n2(F) is the first nontrivial homotopy group of the fibre and the di-

mension of the next homotopy group of F is much higher than 4.

Let F be a homogeneous space of a compact connected semisimple Lie group

G. Suppose that the first nontrivial homotopy group of F is 7t2(F) which is free.

Let í be a bundle over X with fibre F and group G and whose primary obstruc-

tion vanishes. We will construct a principal torus bundle Fj->F, a central

extension Gx of G by the torus, and a set of weakly associated bundles {Q over

X with fibre Ft and group G,. Under the projection p : S, -* Ç, secondary and

tertiary obstructions for £, corresponding to primary and secondary obstructions

for C's (cf. Theorem (4.3)). We shall call this method enlarging the fibre and the

group. Thus, an enlargement may be used to reduce the order of an obstruction.

By this method, we rederive Kundert's formula for the secondary obstructions

when the fibre is a complex projective space CP"~1 and PU(n) is the structural

group (2). We will also derive new formulas for the third obstructions when

F = CP"~ i and for the secondary obstructions mod 2 to finding an orientable 2-

plane sub-bundle of an orientable vector space bundle (cf. Theorems (6.1) and (7.1)).
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(1) This paper was taken from a part of the author's thesis submitted to Princeton University

in September, 1962.

(2) Actually, Hirzebruch [5] implicitly used this method to rederive Kundert's formula.
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I. Preliminary definitions and notations. In this paper we assume all the space

under consideration are in the category 3 of arcwise connected countable CW-

complexes with definite base points.

Let F be a space, and let G be a topological group acting on F. We shall call

(F, G) a fibre pair. For any space X in 3, B(X; F, G) denotes the set of equivalence

classes of fibre bundles over X with fibre F and group G [17]. lff:X-+ Y is a

map of spaces, then it induces a map/* :B(Y; F,G)-*B(X;F,G) which sends

ÇeB(Y;F,G) to /*{. The transformation T defined by T(X) = B(X;F,G),

T(f) =/* is a contravariant functor from 3 into the category m of sets. The image

of 3 under T is a subcategory of xn. We will call this subcategory B, the category

of fibre bundles (with fibre F and group G).

For convenience, we list the following notations.

Greek letters, e.g., É, t¡, £••• will denote fibre bundles.

v(F, G) denotes the universal bundle with fibre F and group G. We abbreviate

it as v if no confusion arises.

We use standard notations for the classical groups : U = unitary, SO = special

orthogonal, PU = projective unitary = U/centre and PSO = SO/centre. In every

case a dimensional index is understood, U = U(n), and is omitted when no con-

fusion arises. The group SO(2) will be also denoted by C (for circle).

We use the standard notation K(n,n) for an  Eilenberg-Maclane space(3).

If/:Gi->G2 is a group homomorphism, then it induces a unique mapping

up to homotopy of the classifying spaces B(Gi) -* B(G2). This map will be de-

noted by f(B).

II. Triad of groups. In this section, we shall study a special problem on

groups. Since it is only applied to special cases, we will state our definition and

theorems in a minimal generality. All groups appearing in this section are com-

pact connected Lie groups.

2.1. Definition. A triad of groups (Gx ; T,H) consists of a group Gu a central

subgroup T (hence a torus), and a subgroup H such that T n H = 1.

With any triad of groups (G1; T,H) there is associated the following diagram

which will be called the canonical diagram of the triad :

(1)

1

H

H

->   T

+  Gt

-»  G

->   T

Vi
»F, =

->   F =

GJH

GJ(TxH).

(3) K{7i,ri) is an abelian group under Milnor's geometric realization [13] provided that n

is countable.
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Each row and column of the canonical diagram of a triad is a principal fibre

bundle. Any group pair (G, H) such that H is a subgroup of G is a triad by con-

sidering T= 1.

2.2. Definition. We say that two triads (Gx; T,H) and (G[;T',H') are equiv-

alent if there is an isomorphism / : Gt -> G[ suchthat/(T) = T, f(TxH) = T' xH''.

Note that we do not require f(H) = H' in 2.2. But f(T) = T" and

f(Tx H) = T' x H' imply f(H) s H'.
Given a triad of groups (G1;T,H), there are two fibre pairs (F1 = GJH^j)

and (F = G, /(Tx f/), G = G, /T) associated with it. For convenience, we adopt

the following definition.

2.3. Definition. Given a triad (Gt ; T, H), ̂  = Gt ¡H, GJ and (F = Gi/(T x H),

G = Gt/T) will be called the larger pair and the smaller pair of (G1;T,H), re-

spectively.

The typical example of a triad is (U(n);C, U(n —1)) where C is the centre of

U(n) which is isomorphic to the circle group. The canonical diagram of

(U(n);C, U(n- 1)) is

I       ->     C     ->  C

» ;

(2) U(n-l) -^-*   U(n) -£-»  S2""1

a s

fc + y       +      ,
U(n-l) -» PU(n) -=—» CP"~\

The larger pair of (U(n);C,U(n)) is (S2"_1,U(n)) and the smaller pair of

(U(n);C,U(n)) is (CP"-1, PU(n)).

Now suppose given a fibre pair (F, G) such that £ is a coset of G relative to a

subgroup H. Let Tbe a torus. There always exists a triad (Gx; T^Hj) such that

T^T, H^^H and (Gt; T^H^) has (F,G) as its smaller pair. In fact, we may

simply let G1 = Tx H, Tt = Tx e and H1 = e' x H. Obviously, there are many

triads verifying these conditions. So, we need some invariants to characterize

a triad.

Consider the last column of the canonical diagram (1) of a given triad (Gx ; T, H).

It is a principal fibration

(3) T-yF^GJH^F = GJ(TxH)

with fibre torus T. Hence, the fc-invariant of the fibration (3) is an element in

ü2(F;(Z)m) where m denotes the rank of T.

2.4. Definition. The fc-invariant of the fibration (3) which is the last column

of the canonical diagram of the triad (Gt ; T, H) is called the characteristic class

of the triad and denoted by /¿(G^TH).
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2.5. Theorem. Suppose that (F, G) is a fibre pair such that G is a semisimple

Lie group and F is the coset space of G relative to the subgroup H. Let Tm

be a torus of rank m and k be an element in H2(F; (Z)m). Then, there

existsauniquetriadiGy;Ty,Hy)uptoequivalencesuchthatTy = Tm, (Gy;Ty,Hy)

has {F,G) as its smaller pair and fc(Gx; Tx,Hy) = k.

Proof. We first prove the existence part. Consider the following principal

fibration :

(4) Tm -> Fy -► F

with fibre Tm and ¿-invariant keH2iF;iZ)m). Let y:G->F be the projection.

We have the following commutative diagram:

"1 v rrlftl v        rj-ittt

i j

(5) Gy = y*Fy -^-»   Fy

q s
4- y      v

H   -ï     G       —'-^F   .

We claim that there is a way of introducing a group operation into Gy = y*Fy

such that Tm is a central subgroup and Fy is a coset space of Gy under the pro-

jection yy. For this purpose, let us consider the simply-connected covering group

G of G and let p : G -» G be the covering projection. G acts on G and F in obvious

ways. It follows from [19] that there exist bundle lifting actions of G on y*Ft

and F y compatible with the bundle mapping y^ By bundle lifting actions, we mean

that the actions of G on y*Fy and Fy commute with the action of Tm and they

induce the actions of G on G and F by the projections. In particular, there is a

mapping p : G ->y*Fy such that qp = p. Let e be the identity of G. It is well

known that UyiG) = p _1(e) is a subset of the centre of G. We can choose an ad-

missible mapping i : Tm-+q~1ie) such that i~1p:p~iie)->Tm is a homomor-

phism. Now, consider the product actions of G x Tmon y*Ft and Fy. Clearly,

the bundle mapping yt : y*Fy -* Fy is equivariant and the subgroup

A = {(x"1,i~1p(x)|xep~1(e)} of G x Tm acts trivially on both y*Fy and F,.

Hence, the actions of G"x Tmony*F1 and Ft are factored through Gx = G" x Tm/A.

Following A. Shapiro's construction [16], y*Fy is actually the underlying space

of Gy such that 1 -* Tm ̂  Gy ̂ * G-> 1. Because Tm is normal in G y which is

connected and the automorphism group of Tm is discrete, the extension

1 -> T-* Gy ï+ G -> 1 is central. On the other hand, since the bundle mapping

?i : Gy = y*Fy -* Fy is equivariant, Fx is a coset space of Gy and the natural

projection of Gy onto F y is just y,. Let H y be the isotropy subgroup of F relative

to Gy. There is a commutative diagram
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Hi

(6)

fci
G, Vk F,

H ->   F

We claim that p is an isomorphism, H^ n Tm= 1, and hence (Gt; T^i/i) is the

triad which we want. First, we prove that p is epimorphic. Let he //.Then,

h leaves the base point b0 of F fixed. Let gt eGt such that q(g¡) = h. Then,

gi(bt) and /?! lie in the same fibre over b0 where bx is the base point of F1 lying

over b0. There exists te T" such that tg^b^) = ¿v Clearly, p(igi) = <j('aTi) = n.

p is also monomorphic. Suppose that p(h¡) = p(h2) = h for h1,h2eH1. Then

n2 = /ijlí and hence hl,h2 belong to a single fibre. Since y% :GÍ-+FÍ is a fibre

mapping, yi(hi) = yl(h2) implies hx=h2. In particular, HnTm = l.

Now, we prove the uniqueness part. Let (Gl;T,H) and (G\;T',H') be two

triads such that T=T' and there exists an equivariant isomorphism

f:(F = G1l(TxH),G = G1/T)-*(F' = G{/T'x H',G' = G'JT') such that
f*k(G\ ; T',H') = k(G1 ; T,H). We are going to show that (G1 ; T,H) is equivalent

to (G[;T, H). Sincefc(Gj; T,H) = f*k(G[;T',H) and a principal torus fibration

is characterized by its fc-invariant, we may identify the fibrations T-> Ft-^ F

and T'-> F[ -+F' of the last columns of the canonical diagrams of the triads

(Gi ; T,H) and (G[ ; T',H'), respectively. For the middle columns T±> Gt 4G and

T' A Gi ^ G' of the canonical diagrams are induced bundles over G = G' of the

projection y :G = G'-»F = F', they are equivalent as bundles. On the other

hand, the middle columns are group extensions. Following from A. Shapiro's

construction [16], there exist mappings p:G~* y*Fx and p' : G -> y*Fl such that

(i) qp = qp' = p, (ii) i~lp :p~ («)-» Tand i-1/?':p_1(e)-> Tare homomorphisms

where p: G -> G is the covering projection, (iii) G1=(G x T)¡A and G{ = (Gx T)\A'

where /I = {(x"1,r1j5(x))|x6p_1(e)} and A' = {(x~\rlp(x))\xep~\e)}. The

natural actions of G on Gx and G[ are the bundle lifting actions on y*Fi of the

natural action of G on G induced by the covering projection p:G->G. Stewart

[19] proved that they are equivalent and hence i~*p = i~1p'. Again by A. Shapiro's

construction [16], there is an isomorphism h:Gl

diagram is commutative:
i .  ~     q

(7)

V

■+ Gi

Ci

-* G

G/ such that the following

-> F

f

-> G' -* F'.

It follows that h(Tx H) = y'~l(b'0) = T' x H' where b'0 denotes the base point

of F' which is understood to be the coset containing the identity of G[. Hence,

(GjíT/í) is equivalent to (G[; T',H').

Theorem 2.5 is not true, if G is not semisimple. For example, let (F, G) = (T2, T2)
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and T=C. Then, there does not exist a triad (C^C,//) such that (Gx;C,/i)

has (T2,T2) as its smaller pair and k(Gi;C,H) is a nonzero element in

H2(T2;Z). If there exists a triad (Gi ; C, H) which has (T2,T2) as its smaller

pair and /c(Gt ;C,H)^0, then we have

(8) l-yC-G^T2-!.

By A. Shapiro's theorem [16], Gt is the trivial extension of T2 by C. So the

/c-invariant of the principal fibration (8) which is fc(Gt ; C, H) = 0. Hence there

does not exist such a triad (Gi;C,H).

III. The relationship of the larger pair and the smaller pair of a triad.   Now, let

us examine the relationship of the larger pair and the smaller pair of a given

triad (Gi;T,H). First we consider the following construction(4).

Let 1 -> T-+ Gt -4 G -» 1 be the middle exact sequence of the canonical dia-

gram (1) of the triad (Gi;T,H). Following Milnor's construction [12], let £j

be the infinite-fold join of Gx and E be the infinite-fold join of G. Then, £t and E

are acyclic spaces such that Gx and G act freely on them respectively. Since T

is a subgroup of Gl5 Tacts freely on £t. Let£(T) = £1,£(G1) =£ x F1;£(G) = £

and let Gi act on £(Gj) = £ x £: diagonally. There is a diagram

1 -*    T -> 1

(9)
E(T)-> £(Gj)

P(T)

B(T) KB)
neo

E(G)

P(G)

q(B)
» B(Gt) -^-^ B(G)

where B(T) = E(T)/T, B(G)= E(Gx)¡Gi, B(G) = E(G)¡G. Consider the follow-

ing bundle:

(10) d x T^ Ei x £(T) -> (£i ¡Gi) x B(T).

Note that E(T) is just another copy of £1; but they have different transformation

groups. Since Tis a central subgroup of Gu the mapping p : Gt x T-> Gt which

sends (gt,t) into g^ is a homomorphism and we may consider Gi as the quotient

group of Gj x T by the central subgroup T consisting of elements of the form

(í_1,í) for teT. Thus, we have

(11)

GxxT Ei x £(T)

HÁE)

(EilGi)xB(T)

¡id

C?, ■* (£t x £(T))/r-> (EiJGi) x B(T)

(4) This construction is more or less known. For example, Borel-Hirzebruch [1] vaguely

used it when the triad is (U(n); C, U(h—1)).
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such that ipyiE),p):iEy x ECT),Gy x T)-+iiEy x EiT))¡T',Gy) is equivariant.

Now, since the bottom line of (11) is a Gi-principal bundle, there exists a bundle

mapping

Gy-     —->(£,.x£(T))/r->(E1/G1)xß(T)

(12) id IhiE) HiiB)

Gy->    Ey->EyjGy.

Hence, ip2iE),id):HEy x EiT))¡T',Gy) -> iEy,Gy) is equivariant. Let fj (£)

= p2iE)pyiE). The mapping (p(£),p) :(£i x EiT),Gy xT)-* (F^GJis clearly

equivariant. Now, consider the mapping piE)=id x p(£):£(G!) x £(T) = £x£j

xEiT)-+ExEy=EiGy). Itiseasyto check that (i<£),Ju):(£(G1)x£(T), Gt x T)

->iEiGy), Gy) is equivariant. Hence, p(£) induces a mapping

(13) piB):BiGy)xBiT)^BiGy)

of orbit spaces. It is clear that piB) is the mapping of classifying spaces induced

by the homomorphism p:Gt x T-+Gy.

3.1.   Theorem,   (a) Each row and column in (9) is a fibration.

(b) The bottom row B(T) -^» R(G0 -^ R(G) o/ (9) is a principal fibre

space with fibre KHZ)m,2) and principal mapping piB):BiGy) x R(T) -► BiGy)i5).

iFor the definition of principal fibre space, see Peterson-Stein [14].)

(c) Let £,eB<X;F,G) be induced b y f : X ->■ R(G).

Then, '£, is weakly associated with a bundle neBiX;Fy,Gy) if and only if

there exists h :X ->BiGy) such that qiB)h=f.

Proof, (a) By the way which they were constructed, we know that each column

is a universal bundle, the top row and the middle row are obviously fibrations.

It remains to show that the bottom line is also a fibration. In fact, locally it is a

product. Let U c R(G) such that p(G)_1(U) is homeomorphic to U x G com-

patible with the actions of G. We have g(£)_1p(G)_1(U) homeomorphic to

U x G x £(T) compatible with the actions of Gy which acts diagonally on

the last two factors of UxGx£(T) = UxCxf1. Hence piGy) maps

U x G x EiT)/Gy homeomorphically onto g(R)_1(U). We note that G acts on

BCT) = £(T)¡T'= EyjT induced by the action Gy on Ey. Hence, the collapsing

mapping iU x G x £(T))->(U x G x ECT))IGy = ^(R)-1^) can be factored

into two steps. First, collapse (U x G x £(T)) to U x G x B(T) by the action

of T on the last factor. Then, collapse U x G x R(T) to (U x G x BiT))¡G by

the diagonal action of G on the last two factors. It is clear that

qiB)~\\]) = (U x G x BiT))¡G is homeomorphic to U x R(T).

(5) In fact, every fibre space K(n,n) -> E —> X with simply-connected base space Xte fibre-

homotopy to a principal K(n,n)-b\mà\t which is actually nothing but the first stage Postnikov

decomposition of the fibre space. (3.1b) claims that the principal map is homotopic to p(B).
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(b) It is clear that the fibre of the fibration B(T) -^> B(G)t -^-» B(G) is

K((Z)"',2). It remains to show that it is a principal fibre space [14] (5) and p(B)

is the principal map. In other words, we have to show (i) if i(B):£(T)-> B(G)

is the inclusion of the fibre, then i(B)'1 p(B)(i(B) x id):B(T) x B(T) -> B(T)

defines a homotopically associative multiplication of B(7), (ii) each fibre is

(homotopically) invariant under p{B). It is easy to verify that p(B) satisfies (i)

and (ii).

(c) If there is a mapping h :X-^B(Gl) such that q(B)h =/, then it is clear

that n = h*v(F1,G1) is weakly associated with <!;. Conversely, suppose that there

is r¡eB(X;Fí,G¡) which is induced by h' :X -+B(GX) weakly associated with £.

Hence, we have (a(B)/¡')*v(F,G) =/*v(£,G). Since B(G) is the classifying space

for (F,G)-bundles, q(B)h' ~f. Because B(T) -> B(Gj) -*■ B(G) is a fibration, we

may deform h' homotopically into /; such that q(B)h =/.

Thus we complete the proof of 3.1.

Since B(T)-^B(Gl)^B(G) is a principal fibre space with fibre K((Z)"\2),

it is completely determined by its fc-invariant(5). Before we investigate the rela-

tion between this fc-invariant and k(Gi;T,H), we introduce a function a which

will be used later.

Let neB(X;F1,G1) be weakly associated with ÇeB(X;F,G) and induced by

h:X-*B(G1). Let deH2(X;(Z)m) which determines a mapping g:X-+B(T)

= K((Z)m, 2) up to homotopy, we define the function

(13)        a:H2(X;(Z)m) -> {n\n eB(X;£,G) weakly associated with £}

by  a(d) = (p(B)(h,g))*v(F,G).   Since  d  determines  g  up  to  homotopy  and

q(B)p(h,g) = q(B)h=f, a is a well-defined function.

3.2. Proposition, a is onto.

Proof. If nx eB(X;F1,Gl) is a bundle weakly associated with £, and induced

by a mapping ht :X^B(G1), then q(B)hl ~/. We may assume that q(B)hi =/

without loss of any generality. Since B(T)-> B(G¡)-* B(G) is a principal fibre

space with fibre K((Z)m,2) = B(T), there is a mapping g : X ->((Z)m, 2) such that

p(B)(h,g) = hi. Let deH2(X;(Z)m) be the element determined by g:X-+B(T).

Then, a(d) = n1.

IV. Enlarging the fibre and the group of a bundle. The situation is more

interesting when the coset space Ft of the larger pair of (Gt ; T, H) is 2-connected.

4.1. Proposition. Given a triad (Gt ; T,H), if the coset space Ft of its larger

pair is 2-connected, then s*:ni(F1)-*ni(F) is an isomorphism for i # 2 and

n2(F) = (Z)m where s-.Fj^-^F is the natural projection and m is the rankof T.

Moreover, /c^G^T,//) is the fundamental class of F.
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This proposition follows immediately from the homotopy exact sequence of

the fibration T-> Fy^F which is the last column of the canonical diagram of

iGy',T,H).
4.2. Definition. Let (G, ; T,H) be a triad such that the coset space Ft of its

larger pair is 2-connected. We call the larger pair iF^Gi) of (G^T, rY) an en-

largement of the smaller pair iF,G) of (G,: T,H).

If tollows from (2.5) that if G is semisimple, F is a coset space of G and 7t2(F)

is the first nonzero homotopy group of F which is a free group of rank m, then

iF,G) has an enlargement iFy,Gy). For instance, if G is a simply connected,

semisimple, compact, connected Lie group and F is a coset space of G relative

to a torus Tin G; then iF,G) has an enlargement (Fi.Gi).

If iF[,G[) is another enlargement of iF,G), then there exists the following

commutative diagram:

(14)

h

where A:(F\,Gy)-* iF'y,G[) is an equivariant isomorphism.

4.3. Theorem.   Let iFy,Gx) be an enlargement ofiF,G) and H\G,z) = 0(6).

(a) The primary obstruction to sectioning a bundle ¡zeB(X;F,G) is zero

if and only if Ç is weakly associated with a bundle ÇeB(X;Fi,Gi).

(b) If C is an iFy,Gy)-bundle weakly associated with £, and if p: £(£) -» £(0

is the natural projection, any cross-section over the nth skeleton of X

c:X"->£(Q in C yields a cross-section pc:X"-+EiÇ) in Ç. Conversely, if the

primary  obstruction  to  sectioning  Ç   is  zero,   then for  any  cross-section

(6) If G is semisimple, HKG,Z) is automatically zero.
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c:X"->E(Ç)(n ^ 3) there exists a bundle CeB(X;Fi,G1) weakly associated with

ç and a cross-section c :X"-*E(Ç) such that pc = c where p:£(Ç)->£(£) is the

natural projection.

Using this theorem, we can reduce the problem of computing obstructions

to sectioning a given (£, G)-bundle to the problem of lower order obstructions

to sectioning the weakly associated (F^GJ-bundles.

Proof of 4.3.   (a) First, we claim that the following diagram

H\ T ;(Z)m)   -%. H2(B (T) ;(Z)m)

(15)
a-,

2

H2(G;(Z)m)    -^   H\B(G);(Z)m)

is anti-commutative, i.e., x2al = — a2xl where oi,o2,xl,x2 denote the trans-

gressions of v(T), v(G), q:Gi-^G and q(B):B(Gl)-*B(G) of (9), respectively.

Since Hl(G;Z) = 0, H1(G;(Z)m) = 0. Hence the groups E\'q and £f4 of the

spectral sequence associated with the universal bundle v(G) with coefficients

in (Z)m are zero. So, o2 is defined and single-valued. It is well known that cr1,x1,x2

are also defined and single-valued. It follows from (9) that we have the following

commutative diagram of cochain complexes with coefficients in (Z)m:

0 0 0

î                          î                             Î
0<- C*(T)<--C^GJi- C*(GUT)<- 0

î                           î î
(16)       0    —C*(£(T))<-C*(E(Gl))i-C*(E(GÍ),E(T)) i- 0

î                             î                                î

0 +-C*(E(T),T)   «- C*(E(Gl),G1)<-D<- 0

î î î
0 0 0

where D = ker(C*(E(G),G) -+ C*(E(T), T)) = ker(C*(E(G1),E(T)) ^ C*(G, T)).

Let 5U ô2, dl5 d2 be the connecting homomorphisms of the top row, the bottom

row, the left column and the right column, respectively. It is well known [2]

that d2¿! = — ô2dv For the dimensions shown in (15), 5U <52, du d2 are equi-

valent to xit t2, o1, o2, respectively. Therefore, x2o1 = — ct2ti. Now, if £ is weakly

associated with a bundle Ç e B(X ;F1,G1), then there is a bundle mapping p : f -+ Ç.

Since 7t2(F1) = 0, there is a cross-section c:X3-+E(Ç). Clearly, pc:X3 -»■£(£) is

a cross-section and the primary obstruction to sectioning £ is zero. Conversely,

let £eB(X;F,G) be a bundle induced by/:Z->B(G) such that the primary

obstruction vanishes. The only obstruction to lifting/to a mapping h:X-> B(Gi)

is given by

(16) /*T2(i2) =/*T2<T1(i1) =   -/»ffaT^lj)
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where ilt i2 are the fundamental classes of Tand B(T), respectively. It follows

from the bundle mapping

i .    -        1
->  Gl

-> G

(17) Vi

">   Fi -»IF

and 7t2(F) = 0 that t^tj) = y*(i) where t denotes the fundamental class of F.

Now, there is a mapping

G   ->    £(G)     -> B(G)

(18) I' Jim 1"
form the universal bundle v(G) onto the universal bundle v(F,G). Hence

a3(i) = <72y*(t) where <r3 is the transgression of v(F, G). Substituting these rela-

tions into (16), we have

(19) /*t2(0 = -f*oi(i)=-f*Oi(v(F,G)) = -(DM) = 0

where OiiviF, G)) and Ox(£) are the primary obstruction classes of v(F, G) and

^, respectively. Therefore, there is a lifting /K-Y-iBiGj) of /:X->B(G) and

/i*v(F1,G1) is weakly associated with f.

(b) The first part is obvious. So, let us prove the second part. First of all,

let us pick up one of the ('s, say ru which is weakly associated with £,. Then

Pi : £(Ci) -* £(£) is a principal T-bundle over r¡. Consider c*r\ which is a principal

T-bundle over X". Let Oi(c*rj) be the primary and the only obstruction to

sectioning c*t] which is an element in H2(X";(Z)m). Since n>2,

H2(X;(Z)m) = H2(X;iZ)m) and Oi(c*r\) can be considered as an element in

H2iX ; (Z)m). There exists a unique principal T-bundle rj whose k-invariant is

— Ox(c*w). Consider the bundle £i x ij over X x X. Let d:X-*X x X be the

diagonal embedding: Denote d*(d x r¡) by (x ©>j which is an (Fx x T^ x T)-

bundle over X. Recall the homomorphism p: Gt x T —* Gi which

sends (g^,/) to git. This induces a mapping ij:FiXT-*Fi such that

ip,p):iFi x T, Gi x T)^ iFuGi) is equivariant. Therefore, there is an

(F1; Gi)-bundle (2 weakly associated with d©»/. It follows from the commu-

tative diagram

(19)

Gi x r-

«i
v
Gi  -

+ G,

-> G

Ft x T-I-^-Fi

I"  .   Is
-»   F

where qx and st are projections onto the first factors that £2 is also weakly
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associated with £. Consider the principal T-bundle p2 : £(Ç2)-> £(£) which is denoted

by n'. It is easy to check that Oyic*r\') = O yin'\c\Xn)) =0 where n'\ciX")

denotes the portion of n' over c(Z"). Let c2 : c(X") -> £(£2) be the cross-section.

Clearly, c2c:X"-*EiC2) is a section in r2 and p2c2c = c. This completes the

proof of (b) of 4.3.

4.4. Corollary. Under the same hypothesis of 4.3, i/ the base space X

of ÇeBiX;F,G) is 2-connected and the primary obstruction to sectioning f

vanishes, then there is a unique neBiX;Fy,Gy) weakly associated with Ç and

the in + \)-ary obstruction classes of £ coincide with the n-ary obstruction

classes of n.

Since H2iX;iZf) = 0, this corollary follows immediately from 4.3 and 3.2.

V. Kundert formula. Starting with this section, we shall give applications of

the previous theorems. The first application is to rederive Kundert's formula for

the secondary obstructions to finding a complex line sub-bundle in a given complex

vector bundle.

5.1. Theorem (Kundert [7])(2). A CP'^-bundle £eB(X;CPn_1,PU(n)) is

weakly associated with a bundle n eB(X;S2"_1,U(n)) if and only if the primary

obstruction OyiÇ) of Ç vanishes.

Now, suppose that Ot(¿;) = 0 and neR(Ar;S2n_1,U(n)) is weakly associated

with Ç. Then, the secondary obstruction classes to sectioning I, are given by

(20) z Ct-torv~r>k

where D varies over H2(X;Z), C¡(í/) denotes the ith Chern class of n and the

cup product is taken relative to the standard pairing.

Proof. It was remarked in §11 that (S 2" ~ \ U) is an enlargement of (CPn ~l, PU).

Since PU is semisimple, /í1(PU;Z) = 0. By 4.3, the primary obstruction to

sectioning £ vanishes if and only if ¿; is weakly associated with a bundle

f/eB(X;S2""',U). To prove the second part of the theorem, we first consider

the fibration R(C) -^B(U) -^-R(PU) induced by 1 -* C -t u4pU-> l.Let
T" be the standard maximal torus of U. There are the following commutative

diagrams:

(21)

r"xc ■*   T"

UxC

i2 x id

P-
*   U

where iu i2, i are inclusions and p,p' send iu,c), (t,c) to uc,tc. They induce the

following commutative diagram of classifying spaces :
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p'(B)K(Z,2)n  x  K(Z,2)  ->   K(Z,2)n

(22) i2(B) x id i2(B)

B(U)x  B(C)-^->B(U)

where p(B) and p'(B) are the principal mappings of the fibrations

B(C) -* B(U) -+ B(PU) and K(Z, 2) - K(Z, 2)"-> K(Z, 2)""1 « B(T"/i1C) defined

in (13). It is easy to see that //'(B) is homotopically equivalent to the diagonal

action of K(Z,2) on K(Z,2)" which sends (ku---,kn;k) to (ktk,---,knk). It is

well known that i2(B)* :fl*(B(U);Z)-+#*(£"; Z) is a monomorphism which

sends the ith universal Chern class C¡ into the ith elementary symmetric poly-

nomial o i on the canonical generators y} (j = 1, •••, n). Since p'(B)*(yj) = ^ + d

where d denotes the fundamental class of the last factor of K " x K, we have

that p'(B)*(a¡) is the ¿th elementary symmetric polynomial on y} + d (j = 1, •••, n).

By commutativity,

(23) (i2(B)* x l)p*(B)(Cn) =  f[ (yj + d) =  î on.k x dk.
7=1 fc=0

Since i2(B)* x 1 is monomorphic,

(24) P(B)*(C„) = î C_» x d\
t = o

Now, suppose that neB(X;S2''~1,\J) is weakly associated with Ç. Let « be

induced by h:X-*B(U). By 4.2 and the definition of a, any bundle

n' eB(X;S2n~\lJ) must be induced by a mapping (n,g)/i(£):X->£(U) where

g:Z->B(C) = K(Z,2). Hence, it follows from (24) that

C„(n') =   Z C„_t(n*v) ~g*(d)*.A ^o-*CW^

(25)
fc = 0

=   I, Cn-k(n)~g*(d)k.
t=o

As g varies over the homotopy classes of mappings from X into B(C), n ' varies

over the set of (S2n-1,U)-bundles weakly associated with £ and g*(d) varies

over H2(X;Z). By 4.3, the primary obstruction classes of these (S2n_1,U)-

bundles rç's weakly associated with £ are the secondary obstructions of ¿. There-

fore, 02(|) are given by (20).

VI. Third obstructions to sectioning (CP"_1,PU)-bundles. In this section, we

shall give a description of the third obstruction classes by applying 4.3 and Liao's

formula of the secondary obstructions of sphere bundles [6;8;9].
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6.1. Theorem. Let £eB(X;CP"_1,PU) (n > 2). // O1(Ç) = 0 and 02({)

contains zero, then there is n eB(X;S2n~1,U) weakly associated with Ç and

C„(n) = 0. Moreover, 03(£) is a union of cosets in H2n+1(X;Z2) relative to the

subgroups (Sq2 + W2(n) ̂  +nD^)H2"~i(X;Z) (one coset for each subgroup)

where the cup product is taken relative to the nontrivial pairing and D varies

over the elements in H2(X;Z) satisfying

(26) D" +C1(r,rDn-l + - +C„_1(«)-D = 0.

Note that 03(¿;)isnot a coset of H2n+l(X;Z2) relative to a single subgroup

but a union of cosets relative to some subgroups.

Proof of 6.1. By hypothesis, there is neB(X;S2''~1,U) weakly associated

with f and a section c : X2" -> E(n) which lies over c. Hence, C„(rf) = 0. By 4.2,

a bundle n' eB(X;S2n~1,U) weakly associated with f can be expressed as a(D)

for D e H2(X;z). In the proof of 5.1, we proved that

(27) C„(a(D)) =   i Cn_k(n) ~Dk =   ¿ C„_*(n) ~Dk.
t=o fc=l

Analogous to the proof of the above formula, we can easily prove that

(28) CMD)) = nD+ Ct(n).

By 4.3, the cross-sections in £, defined on X2" are always covered by those in

<x(D)'s for which the cross-sections on X2n exist. a(D) has cross-sections on X2"

if and only if C„(a(£>)) = I,k = 1Cn.k(ri)^ Dk = 0 which is (26). If C„(a(£>)) = 0,

then the secondary obstruction classes of its sections on X2n form a coset of

H2n+1(X;Z2) relative to (Sq2 + W2(a(D)~)H2n-\X;Z) by Liao's formula [8]

where the cup product is taken relative to the nontrivial pairing Z2®Z-^Z2

and W2(a(D)) is the second Stiefel-Whitney class of a(D) which is C^o^D)) reduced

to mod 2. Since C^o^D)) = nD + C^n), the theorem follows immediately.

Now, suppose that ^eB(X;CP"_1,PU) is the product bundle. Then cross-

sections in | correspond to graphs of the mappings of X into CP"_1. Suppose

that /: Z2"^CPn_1 is a mapping defined on the 2n-skeleton of X into CP"".1 The

obstruction to extending/is a cocycle of X with coefficients in 7r2n(CP"_1). If we

keep/:X2n"2->CP',~1 fixed and retreat the mapping on X2"-X2""2, these

cocycles form a set of cohomology classes in H2"+1(X;Z2) which is called *P(/)

by Peterson-Stein [15]. They proved that^í/) isacoset oíH2a+í(X;Z2) relative

to the subgroup (Sq2 +f*(i)^)H2n~1(X;Z) where the cup product is taken re-

lative to the Whitehead product pairing

(29) Ä2„_1(CP"-1)®n2(CP"-1)-,7t2ll(CP»-1)

and î denotes the fundamental class of CP"-1. But, if we consider the product

bundle X x S2"-1 as the bundle n in (6.1) and the graph of/as cross-section
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of the product bundle X x CP"_1, then Q(»7) = 0 for all i and/*(i) is an element

in H\X;Z) satisfying (26)./*(i) determines a bundle n'eBiX;S2n~\\J) weakly

associated withXxCP"-1 such that the cross-sections in r¡' defined up to X2"

exist. Note that n' is not a product bundle. As we project these cross-sections into

X x CPn_1, we have the graphs of the mappings of X2" into CP"_1 which co-

incide with / on X2"'1. Hence it follows from the proof of 6.1 that *P(/) is a

coset of H2n+1iX;Z2) relative to the subgroup iSq2 + n/*(i)v"') H2"~ (X;Z)

(n > 2) where the cup product is taken relative to the nontrivial pairing.

6.2. Corollary. The Whiteheadpairing. rc2„_1(CPn"1)®7r2(CP""1)^7T2n(CP""1)

(n _ 3) is zero if n is even and nonzero if n is odd.

Next, we consider a simple example showing that 03(¿;) is not always trivial.

Let t4*+1 be the tangent bundle of S4*+1. The structure group of -c4k+1 can be

reduced to U(2Jt) and z4k+1 = £„ + ff such that U(2fc) acts on the fibre R4k of

Ç4k only and ff is the trivial bundle. Consider the (CP2*_1,PU)-bundle £

weakly associated with |4k. It is clear that both the primary and secondary con-

structions vanish in £. Now, we can consider the associated sphere bundle n in

Ç4k as n in 6.1. Since S4fc+1 is 2-connected, it follows from 4.4 that 03(^) coincides

with 02(?/)eii4*+1(S4*+1;Z2). Now, it is well known that xAk+1 does not admit

an independent 2-vector field. Hence, 02(n) ^ 0 which in turn implies that

03(f) / o.

VII. Secondary obstructions mod 2 to finding orientable 2-plane sub-bundles

in orientable vector bundles. In this section, we shall derive formulas for computing

the secondary obstructions mod 2 to finding orientable 2-plane sub-bundles in an

oriented vector bundle. By an oriented vector bundle, we mean a fibre bundle with

R„ as the fibre and SO(n) as the structural group.

7.1. Theorem. Let £, e B(X; R", SO(n)) (n > 5) be a given orientable vector

bundle. Then, the primary obstruction to finding an orientable 2-plane sub-

bundle in ¿j is zero and the secondary obstructions mod 2 are given by

(a) Wn_yiÇ)eH2n-\X;Z2)for n odd,

(b) Wu.fâ + WH-3iQ~D + - + W3iÇ)~D(n-*)l2CH2n-\X;Z2)for n even,

where Wfä) denotes the ith Stiefel-Whitney class of Ç, D varies over H2iX;Z)

and the cup product is taken relative to the nontrivial pairing.

Proof. First of all, we recall that the obstructions to finding an orientable

2-plane sub-bundle in £ are equivalent to those to sectioning the bundle

>jeB(X;G„_2 2,PSO(n)) (weakly) associated with £ with oriented Grassmannian

Manifold G„_2>2 = SO(n)/(SO(n-2) x SO(2))asthe fibre. Since PSO(n) is semi-

simple and 7r2(Gn_2i2) = Z is the first nontrivial homotopy group of G„_2 2,

there is a unique enlargement iFy,Gy) of the fibre pair (G„_2 2,PSO(n)) which
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can be constructed by the method in the proof of 4.3. In fact, we can take Ft = Vn2,

because the principal fibration SO(2)-> V„t2 -* G„_2i2 kills off the fundamental

class of G„_22.

Now, we know that PSO(n) = SO(«) if and only if n is odd. So, we divide the

proof into two cases according to n odd or even.

(a)   n (> 5) odd. We consider the following commutative diagram:

1

(30)

->   SO(2)

SO(2)

-►   Gi

)'i

-»  SO(n)

7

-» 1

-*   V. -»  G
n-2,2

where i,j are inclusions and q, s, y, yt are projections. Since the action of SO(n)

on G„_22 is factored through Vna, G! = SO(n) x SO(2) by the construction in

the proof of 4.3. Hence, the fibration B(C)-^ÍB(Gi)-^ÍB(SO(n)) induced by

1 -» SO(2) = C U d ^ SO(n) -» 1 is trivial. In other words, B(Gi) = B(SO) x B(C)

and the principal mapping p(B):B(Gi) x B(C)-* B(G x) is ¡ust the multiplication of

the second factor. Consider p:v(7n>2,SO(n))-» v(G„_2>2,SO(n)) where p is the

natural projection. Since n„-2(Vn¡2) is the first nontrivial homotopy group of

Vna, there exists a section c: B(SO(n))(n_2)->- E(V„t2, SO(n)). Obviously, pc:

B(SO)("~2) -+ £(G„_2j2, SO(n)) is a cross-section in v(G„_2j2, SO(n)). Hence,

the primary obstruction to sectioning v(G„_2 2, SO(n)) vanishes and pc determines

a secondary obstruction class to sectioning v(G„_2>2,SO(n)) which is W^.^the

(n-l)th Stiefel-Whitney class of the universal vector bundle v(Pn, SO(n)). There-

fore, q(B)*Wn_i eH"~i(B(Gi);Z2) is a secondary obstruction class to sectioning

q(B)*v(Gn_22, SO(n)). Because the principal mapping p(B):B(Gi) x B(C) -* B(Gx)

is the multiplication of the second factor of B(Gt) and q(B): B(Gx) -»• B(G) is the

projection of the first factor, we have

(31) p(B)*q(B)*(Wn_i) = q(B)*(Wn-i) x 1.

This implies that the secondary obstruction class of ^eB(X;G„_22,SO(n)) is

uniquely determined and is W„_i(0 where ÇeB(X;R",SO(n)) is the associated

vector bundle which we start with. This completes the proof for n odd.

(b) n (> 5) even. This case is more complicated than the first case as one

can see from the formula. Set n — 2m. PSO(2m) is no longer equal to SO(2m).

Analogous to the case (a), we have

1-> SO(2) -Î—» G(m) -2—* PSO(2m)-* 1

(32) I 7i

SO(2) -> V,
2m 2

-> G,„_
2m-2,2
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where G(m) can be described as follows. Let A{ be the unique subgroup of order

2 in C and A2 the centre of SO(2m). Let A be then diagonal subgrouping of

A2xAi<= SO(2m) x C. Then, G(m) = (SO(2m) x C)/A. It is clear that G(m) con-

tains SO(2m) as a normal subgroup. Let i1:y41-»C, i2: SO (2m) -> G(m) be the

inclusions. We have the following commutative diagram of Lie groups:

(33)

SO(2m) x Ai

Pi

SO(2m) —

i7 x I,
-> G(m) x C

P
t

G(m)

where p,p{ send (g,e), (s,a) to ge and sa, respectively. Correspondingly, we

have the following commutative diagram of classifying spaces:

B(SO(2m)) x K(Z2,1) 'z(g) x 1¿BX B(G(m)) x B(C)

(34) Pi(B)

B(SO(2m)) —
i2(B)

\p(B)

B(G(m))

where pt(B), p(B) are defined in (13). Using an analogous argument as in case (a),

we can choose a secondary obstruction class 02eO2(g(B)*v(G2m_22,PSO(2m))

such that i2(B)*(02)= W2m_u the (2m-l)th integer universal Stiefel-Whitney

class. Clearly, we have

(35)      (i2(B)* x ii(B)*)p(B)*(02) = p^Bri^BnO,) = /^(BrWm-i)-

Let us compute pi(B)*(ÍV2m_l) reduced to mod 2. In other words, Pi(B)*(W2m-i)

where W2m-l is the (2m — l)th universal Stiefel-Whitney class (mod 2) of

v(R2m,SO(2m)). For this purpose, we consider the following diagram:

SO(2m) x A,-^-—-

(36)

* 0(2m) x Av «-

Pi

(Z2)2m x D

0(2m)
t

(Z2)

/'3

2m
SO(2m) -5_

where t maps (Z2)2m onto the diagonal orthogonal matrices, D denotes the diag-

onal subgroup of (Z2)2m, and pj(a,b) = ab for ¿ = 1,2,3. Corresponding to

(36), we have

£(SO(2m)) x B(At) _<Ä^ B(0(2m)) x B(AX)  ^B) * ld K(Z2, l)2m x X(Z2,1)

(37) |mi(B)

B(SO(2m))
¡3(B)

P2(B)

B(0(2m)) <-
t(B)

PÂB)

K(Z2,1)
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where p¡iB) (i = 1,2,3) are again the mappings defined in (13). It is well known

that

(1) i3iB)* : ff *(B(0(2m)) ; Z2) -♦ ff *(B(SO(2m)) ; Z2)

is an epimorphism and the kernel is generated by Wy

(2) ((B)* : ff *(R(0(2m)) ; Z2) - ff *(K(Z2,1)2m; Z2)

is a monomorphism and tiB)*iW¡) = a¡ the ith elementary symmetric polynomials

on the canonical generators {x1; ••• ,x2m}. By an argument analogous to the

proof of 5.1, we have

(38) p3iB)*iW2m_y) = W2m„y + If2m_3 x a2 + - + Wy x a2m~2        raod2

where a is the fundamental class of ff1(B(4i);Z2). By the epimorphism i3iB)*,

we have

(39) PÁB)*iW2m_y) = W2m_y + W2m_3 xa2 + - + W3x a2m~4 mod2.

Consequently, we have

(40) PiB)*i02) = W2m_y + W2m_3 xd + -+W3x dm'2

(J) mod 2

where W2i_y eff*(R(G(m));Z2) such that i2iB)*iW2i_y) = W2i_y, d is the genera-

tor of ff2(R(C);Z2) and / denotes the ideal generated by ker/2(B)* x 1.

Now, let neBiX;G2m_2, PSO(2m)) be the bundle weakly associated with

|eB(X;R2m,SO(2m)). There is a commutative diagram

X —f—t R(SO(2m))    -l-^-> BiGim))

(41) \r3(ß) y2iB)

ß(PSO(2m))

such that /induces £ and y3{B)f induces n. Hence, it follows from (40) and (41)

that the secondary obstruction classes mod 2 to sectioning r¡ are given by

(42) W2m„yiÇ) + rF2m_3(í) ~D + - + W3(ö ~Dn~2

where W¿i£) is the ith Stiefel-Whitney class of £,, D varies over ff2(X;Z) and the

cup product is taken relative to the nontrivial pairing Z2®Z->Z2. This com-

pletes the proof for n even.

Remark. When n is even, the secondary obstruction classes to finding an

orientable 2-plane sub-bundle in an oriented vector bundle are integer classes.

Since kF2¡-i(Í) are integer classes reduced to mod2 and D is also an integer class,
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it is natural to conjecture that the formula (b) of (7.1) is actually a formula for

integer classes.

7.2. Proposition. Let ÇeB(X;Rn,SO(n)) such that X is 2-connected. Then

£ has a 2-plane sub-bundle which is always orientable if and only if Ç has a

2-vector field.

7.2 follows immediately from 4.4.

Applying 7.2 to the tangent bundles of quaternionic Grassmannian manifolds,

we have the following corollary.

7.3. Corollary. Quaternionic Grassmannian manifolds do not have a tangent

2-plane field.

In fact, every quaternionic Grassmannian manifold is 3-connected and has

nonzero Euler class. Hence, 7.3 follows immediately from 7.2.

Appendix. Relation between the method of universal models and the method

of enlargement. There is a general procedure, called the method of universal

models [6; 9; 15], for studying secondary obstructions to sectioning fibre bundles.

First, let us briefly recall this method. Let B(G) be the classifying space of G and

Ot eHn+1(B(G);nn(F)) be the universal primary obstruction class to sectioning

v(F,G). Let K(n„(F),n)^B\G) 4 B(G) be the principal K(n„(F), n)-bundle

killing off Ov Then the primary obstruction to sectioning q*v is zero. Let

02 eHm+1(Bi(G);nm(F)) be a secondary obstruction class to sectioning q*v. Then,

the secondary obstruction classes to sectioning a bundle ÇeB(X;F,G) with

vanishing primary obstruction are the secondary characteristic classes [6; 15]

determined by the universal model (B1(G),q*v,02). In fact, the fibration

K(n„(F),n) -1* B1(G) 1» B(G) is just the first stage Postnikov decomposition of

v(F,G) [4; 5].

Now, let us examine the relation between the method of universal models

and the method of enlargement. For convenience, we introduce the following

definition.

Definition. Let J be the automorphism of the group K(n„(F), n) which sends

each element to its inverse. Then, J induces a bundle involution j on a principal

K(n„(F), n)-bundle n. We say a principal K(n„(F), n)-bundle n' is weakly equiv-

alent to n if it is equivalent to n or \n.

In fact, if we consider J as the generator of an abelian group Z2 and K' be

the split extension 1-+K->K'->Z2-»1 determined by JkJ~1 =k~i, then two

principal K(nn(F), n)-bundles are weakly equivalent if and only if they are equiv-

alent as X°-bundles.

Since £(T)-^*B(Gi)^>B(G) of (9) is a principal fibre space (cf. Theorem 3.1)

with fibre B(T) which is K((Zf, 2), it is fibre-homotopy equivalent to its first
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Postnikov decomposition [4; 5] which can be constructed as a principal X((Z)m,2)-

bundle. We still denote this bundle by R(T)-^Vb(G,J-^>R(G).

Proposition. The principal fibration X((Z)m, 2)À£1(G) ^> B(G) which

kills off OyiviF,G)) e ff3(B(G); (Z)m) ¿s wea/c/y equivalent to the principal

fibration BiT)^BiGy)"^BiG) of (9).

Proof. The bundle involution j sends the /c-invariant of a principal iC(7t„(F), n)-

bundle into its negative. Since it has been shown in the proof of 4.3 that the

fe-invariant of these two fibrations are negatives of one another, they are weakly

equivalent to one another.

So, we may identify these two fibrations by changing the sign of the funda-

mental class of the fibre.
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